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Abstract. The objective of this study is to define criteria in current
development of Industrial Engineering (IE) education on the basis of
studies and concepts published in commonly accessible databases and
knowledge exchange platforms. General assumption of the study is that the
universal criteria used in developing IE study programs are already defined
and some experiences on their use are already published. The expected
outcome of the study is to identify the criteria that could support the
development of curriculum for MSc in IE. The approach used here is
content analysis with the publication related to the higher level education
in the field of Industrial Engineering.

1 Introduction
The concept of Industry 4.0 is rapidly entering into many areas of economic processes and
societal life. Certainly, it is an ongoing process already, especially, when industrial
processes are considered, but also, it is a catchword to cover all the technological changes
that enter to the society through new products, services and new ways they are offered and
serviced. The problem that we want to address is the readiness of the higher education
system to support Industry 4.0 challenge. For a start, we choose to take a close look at the
development directions of Industrial Engineering Master Programs that should be,
basically, preparing new adapts of Industry 4.0 practices. The scope of the study is defined
within the project titled „Curriculum Development of Master’s Degree Program in
Industrial Engineering for Thailand Sustainable Smart Industry (MSIE4.0)” and its output
is geographically limited to Thailand but opening phase addresses the global context of IE
education that should face the challenge of Industry 4.0.
In short, Industry 4.0 concept could be defined as: “technical integration of cyberphysical systems into manufacturing and logistics and the use of the Internet of Things and
Services in industrial processes” [1]. It will influence significantly working environments
as a whole, addressing its purchase, production, manufacturing, sales or maintenance
processes by including concepts as smart manufacturing and maintenance, with high degree
of automation and integration in all enterprise processes [2]. Moreover, it will increase the
role and the participation of customers in all the life cycle phases, starting from Design by
customer approach [3].
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2 Methodology
In order to find appropriate resources documenting the approaches to development of
Industrial Engineering education and indicating critical issues in the process we have used
the simplest possible keywords: “industrial engineering” and “education”. Basic search
gave us numerous resources and most of them were not relating exactly to IE education and
need further narrowing and filtering. Our primal search could be narrowed by some
additional keywords in order to filter the results to the ones addressing the issue of our
interest. The filtering phrases used are:
“Management and Production Engineering”
“Manufacturing Engineering”
“Quality Management”
“Product Management”
“Master of Science (MSc)”
“Studying Program”
In addition, we used the resources that were published in 2010 or later. The database we
have used at first is Science Direct database, and it gave us most of the results used here.
We have also added some additional resources from another databases (Scopus, Springer
and Emerald). Automatic filtering has limited the resources to several thousands of articles,
and we have manually searched through about 250 entries altogether in order to get the
final set of resources. Manual filtering was based on removing the sources that were not
referring to IE education on higher level, or to too detailed issues. Since the goal of the
paper is to identify the major criteria for IE programs development we stopped the
publication review process. But the process could be continued for the purposes of
numerical analysis and referring the development criteria to the geographical, industrial,
academic or cultural specificity of countries and regions addressed. Finally, we left 25
resources for our further analysis.

3 Defining the criteria for development of IE programs
Basing on the scope of the publications the following issues are identified as framework for
basic criteria for IE education development:
 General program
 Educational methods and tools
 Cooperation and networks
 Industry based training
 Competences and skills
 Quality assurance and accreditation
The issues identified as possible framework for development criteria are overlapping
and, usually, are coming together in order to get more holistic approach to IE programs
development. It is worth to notice that most of the issues raised in the publications fall into
“General program” category, but we limit it to the issues that address IE program as
a whole. Distinction between the categories of “Cooperation and networks” and “Industry
based training” could be also difficult since the trainings come from the cooperation and
perhaps networking solutions between academia and industry. We have decided to single
out the category of “Industry based training” since it is very strongly represented issue in
publications. On the other hand, we decided to leave also category of “Cooperation and
networks” since it could be just an organizational approach towards industrial training but
also cooperation with other actors in the surroundings of IE university, like other
universities, public authorities, R&D sector or just its graduates.
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Table 1. Description of development criteria for IE programs.
Criteria
General program
Methods and Tools
Cooperation and
networks
Industry based training
Competences and skills
Quality assurance and
accreditation

Description
Sustainable value creation [4]; outcome-based education structure [5-9];
cooperative and participative education [10]
Experimental and problem based learning [11-13]; Interactive tools [1417]; sustainability assessment tools [4], participative education [4,7]
Cooperative and participative education [4,7,18], incorporation of
international exchange [8]; experience sharing [18,19]
Cooperative training [7,10,19]; industrial talks and visits [7,18]; industry
pulled MSc theses and projects [6,13,20]; evaluation of competences and
skills [2,6,21,22]
Industry-based evaluation [10,23]; soft skills (p.e. communication and
language) [2]; ICT and software skills [14,15]; managing innovation
skills [13,22,24]
Benchmarking of accreditation and quality assurance systems [8,25,26];
certifying and adapting QMS [26,27]

4 Conclusions
The set of identified criteria is a first step towards the development of IE curriculum
that will provide graduates ready for Industry 4.0 challenges. The criteria should be used in
development but also in the process of adopting IE curricula to the changing environment.
It is important to notice that the criteria should be also adopted to the local conditions of
implementing universities. This would include the references to the national higher
education system, national and regional industry specificity, market development trends,
candidates and students preferences and predispositions, possible external financing options
or educational offer of a university. Finally, it is important to mention that development and
adoption of any university curriculum, including IE programs, is an ongoing process and it
constantly demands attention, intervention, work, sources and goodwill to make it
a successful story of universities facing the challenge of Industry 4.0.
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